Circadian Biology: An Unexpected Invitee to New Time Zones
Adaptation to changing light conditions is a hallmark of the circadian clock.
A new study points to the critical role played by a transcriptional repressor previously implicated in cell differentiation, highlighting unappreciated links between the clock and the control of development and tumorigenesis.
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Flying from Europe to California imposes on travelers an almost full reversal of the light-dark regime, a drastic event that forces the circadian clock to reset its gears in order to adjust to the new cycle. Resetting occurs through alterations in the molecular machinery that constitutes the clock [1, 2] , a system that basically operates in each cell of our body [3] . Several studies have documented a correlation between repeated jet lag and a number of pathological conditions, including metabolic disorders, insomnia, cognitive deficits and cancer [4] [5] [6] [7] . Experiments reported in a recent issue of Current Biology by Duffield et al. [8] may provide a clue as to the molecular mechanisms behind these observations. The molecular organization of the circadian clock is based on interlocking positive and negative transcriptionaltranslational feedback loops, in which a heterodimer comprising the basic helix-loop-helix (bHLH) transcription factors CLOCK and BMAL induces the expression of its own repressors -the PER and CRY proteins [3] . Duffield and colleages [8] introduce a new element in this equation -Id2 (inhibitor of DNA-binding gene 2), a transcriptional repressor that controls bHLH activators that, like CLOCK and BMAL1, regulate genes with E-box promoter elements. The first studies of the Id gene showed that it encoded an inhibitor of the muscle-differentiationinducing transcription factor MyoD [9] , and a group of similar genes was subsequently identified [10] . All Id proteins have a HLH domain but lack a DNA-binding domain, thereby acting as transcriptional repressors by simply sequestering the activators by heterodimerization [10] . For years, studies have focused on the function of Id proteins in early development, in the context of specific differentiation programs or in cancer [10] . Little was known, however, regarding their possible physiological role in adult life, so the reported interplay with the clock system constitutes a surprising and revealing twist.
A first hint of the involvement of Id genes in circadian regulation was their oscillatory expression, observed in the mammalian master clock -the suprachiasmatic nucleus (SCN) -as well as in peripheral tissues (e.g., heart and liver) and in serum-stimulated fibroblasts [11] [12] [13] . Conceptually, the rhythmic synthesis of transcriptional repressors could result in the cyclic transcription of genes controlled by activators that are targets of the repressors [14] . The data presented by Duffield and colleagues [8] seem to fall into this regulatory scenario. Indeed, Id2 has a repressive effect on CLOCK-BMAL1-mediated transactivation of a clock promoter, suggesting that Id2 could physiologically participate in regulating the clock machinery. Although direct molecular interaction between Id2 and components of the circadian clock was not formally demonstrated, the results suggest an unexpected example of a regulatory cross-talk, in which the mechanism of the clock would be controlled by a non-canonical clock transcription factor.
How is Id2 involved in the circadian rhythm? The authors exposed Id2-null mice to a time-zone change in the light-dark cycle, a procedure that mimics jet lag. Wild-type mice normally require four or five days to fully adjust to a ten-hour shift (humans need virtually an equivalent adjusting period), whereas the mutant mice took only one or two days to recover from the 'jet lag' (Figure 1) . Thus, it would seem that Id2 operates as a modulator of the adaptation to light, one of the key features of the circadian clock. Intriguingly, a very similar jet lag phenotype has been observed in mPer1 mutant mice [15] , which show an enhanced phase delay response to continuous treatments of light (e.g., 8 hours and 12 hours) but do not exhibit a different phase response curve in response to short light pulses ( Figure 1 ). These collective studies strongly suggest that Id2 and the canonical clock gene mPer1 may function in a similar molecular pathway regulating photoentrainment. But how? For one thing, both the Id2 and PER1 proteins act as repressors of the CLOCK-BMAL1 activator complex. Thus, it would appear that higher activity of CLOCK-BMAL1 is likely to facilitate a stronger response to photic stimuli. In what way this is achieved is not explained, and mouse models over-expressing CLOCK and/or BMAL1 could be generated to validate this hypothesis. Further studies are likely to reveal some yet unappreciated facets of circadian control by light. In any rate, the function of Id2 seems quite specific given that the Id proteins do not seem to compensate for a lack of Id2 and ablation of the Id4 gene results in a much milder phenotype than that presented by the Id2-null mice [8] .
From a physiological point of view, the results by Duffield and colleagues [8] may help our conceptual understanding of the clock's plasticity. As discussed, one of the common features of both Id2-and Per1-null mice is the differential phase response to long and short periods of light, an indication that a molecular mechanism that resets the clock uniquely in response to long light periods exists. The implication that different entrainment pathways exist may constitute an essential advance for the field since the existing models of light entrainment do not fully explain these findings [16] .
Intriguingly, the similar circadian phenotype of both Id2-and Per1-null mice is paralleled by additional similarities. Both Id2 and PER1 proteins have been found to participate in the control of tumorigenesis through direct effects on the molecular pathways that control the cell cycle and DNA-damage responses [10, 17] , and the level of both proteins is reduced in some specific types of cancer [17, 18] . These observations suggest the possibility that Id2 and PER1 may represent potential therapeutic targets for various pathological conditions. For example, if Id gene variations were found to underlie human circadian/ sleep abnormalities, members of the Id gene family might serve as therapeutic targets for management of circadian rhythm disorders, including sleep disturbance, jet lag and rotational shift-work. Finally, as mentioned above, with the growing evidence for an interaction between the circadian oscillator, cell cycle and tumorigenesis [19, 20] , Id2 is well positioned as a potential convergent link between these discrete cellular systems. Visual Perception: Converging Mechanisms of Attention, Binding, and Segmentation?
Visual scenes are cluttered. Recent evidence suggests that areas as early as V1 and V2 help making sense of the scene by segmenting them into distinct objects, separating foreground and background, and binding features.
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Visual input can be highly complex, but the complexity can be much reduced when the input is segmented into distinct objects. Because objects are defined not only by their boundaries but also by properties such as specific colour, motion direction, or distance to the observer, it would make sense if the mechanisms of segmentation, feature binding and attentional selection were to converge. A recent series of experiments in monkeys and humans provides independent, but consistent evidence suggesting that this is the case. A subset of neurons in V2 indicates border-ownership of edges, and the high inter-neural synchrony found in this subset reflects membership of a special network [1, 2] . The same circuitry can be directly modulated by top-down attention, thus 'highlighting' selected object boundaries [3, 4] ; similar observations have been made in V1 [5] . A new study [6] describes neurons in the upper layers of V2 that are dually responsive to both motion and colour -features that are otherwise processed in segregated pathways -and that receive top-down feedback to 'bridge' attentional modulation from one feature to another, thus enabling cross-feature object selection.
In a visual scene, edges or borders are 'owned' by an object ( Figure 1A,B) . This makes most borders asymmetric, as their 'owner' is located on just one side of the border. Illusions such as Rubin's face-vase and the art of M.C. Escher, where single edges are co-owned by two objects, reveal that our visual system constrains borders to belong exclusively to one side: only one interpretation is allowed at a time, resulting in bi-stable percepts (where border ownership flips from one side to the other), and illustrating the dramatic consequences of border-ownership in object recognition.
Surprisingly, a neural substrate for this holistic property of figure-ground segmentation resides not only in neurons in V4, which have large receptive fields, but also in those of the primary visual cortices V1 and V2, where the neurons have tiny receptive fields (covering just 0.2 to 1 visual degrees). In addition to their selectivity for position, orientation, colour, depth or motion, neurons in these areas are additionally modulated by border-ownership: some superficial V1 neurons and most edge-responsive V2 neurons are modulated by the side of the edge 'owner' [2] (Figure 1C) . The identity of the up-modulated neurons thus indicates the 'side' of the occluder, and the population of neurons reflects the outline of an object. Because the owner of a border is always in the foreground, the 'owned' side also highlights what is in front and what in the back. Indeed, in those neurons that code for depth and border-ownership, the 'near'-side coincides with the 'border-owner'-side [7] . The perceptual pop-out of the 'fore'-ground is thus rooted in the neural binding of edge-ownership with depth selectivity. The violation of such a neural contingency does not go unnoticed, and may be related to the aesthetic appreciation of art work, as for instance in Magritte's paintings, in which depth-order and occlusion are often confused.
But how are V2 neurons modulated by object properties that far exceed their small field of view? Such modulation of border-ownership can be observed in V2 for the largest possible objects on the experimenter's screen [2] . The border-ownership responses arrive within 25 milliseconds of the stimulus response, and are thus likely to reflect feedback mediated by myelinated, fast-conducting fibers of neurons with much larger receptive fields, such as those in V4, rather than by slow, long-range horizontal connections within V2 that may mediate other contextual effects [2, 8, 9] .
Such feedback may not just mediate spatial binding in V2, but also link colour and motion, features that are processed within V2's anatomically segregated thin and thick stripes, respectively. A new study [6] shows that, in contrast to mid-layer neurons of V2, those in the upper and deep layers are dually responsive to both colour and motion cues. The upper and deep layers receive feedback from both colour-responsive area V4 and the motion-processing area V5/MT, and, importantly, can project information with their long axons to
